
Alpaca Stud Inca Alpaca Stud Yves Jacques
Service Fee (Drive By): £800.00   (excl VAT)
Sire: Dovecote Jaquinto Of Alpaca Stud (imp)
Dam: Lady Cameron
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: White (Solid Colour)
Registered With: BAS No. UKBAS25305
Date of Birth: 28th August 2010

Alpaca Stud Inca Alpaca Stud Yves Jacques

White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

Dovecote Jaquinto Of Alpaca Stud (imp)

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Lady Cameron

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

(USA) DLA Pastoro (15893 [CAN]) - (S)W

(USA) Okanagans Jolene 46K (21787[CAN]) - (S)MF

Alpaca Stud Inca William (P61) - (S)W

Tallulaha (P136) - (S)W

(USA) Pperuvian Puka Pollera B4361

(13022 [CAN]) -

Alpaca Registry Inc Pperuvian Vengador

(G4568) - (

(USA) OACL JO-JO (0046) - (S)MF

(USA) Peruvian Alianze Del Monte 52

(19383[CAN]) -

Fleece: 

22.90µ  SD 4.00µ  CV 17.70%  Staple Length 80 mm  

(taken on 5th May 2018 at 7 Years and 9 Months of age)

Description: 

The latest addition to our team of white Huacaya studs, this son of Jaquinto is living proof of the potential within our
breeding programme. Beautifully balanced on a strong frame this phenotypically stunning young male exudes quality
from the moment you see him. He carries on him a fleece that matches those first impressions. Very fine with
outstanding uniformity within the staple, but most impressively, across the entire body, he is carrying a dense fleece with
outstanding staple length. In summary a heavy cutting fine fleece showing all of the commercial traits needed in the fibre
industry. Yves Jacques has enjoyed a very successful show career wining many broad ribbons in that most competitive
arena of white Huacaya male including Supreme Champion at The Alpaca Fiesta 2013, and so confident were we in his
quality we used him extensively in our breeding programme in his first full year. Even at a very early stage his cria are
showing great promise.
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